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Abstract. In order to ensure that the security team can
timely and effectively deal with the emergency and all
the competitions of the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympic
Games went on smoothly, this paper focuses on how
to apply multi-person pose estimation to the security
field with the support of target detection, pose feature
classification and behavior recognition algorithm. The
main approach is to combine OpenPose key pose esti-
mation with SVM classifier to develop the monitoring
and safety early warning system for the dangerous be-
haviors of the audience. By identifying the key joint
points of the human body, extracting motion charac-
teristics and making use of the trained classifier, the
system can automatically pull the alarm when audi-
ence has abnormal behaviors such as throwing objects
towards athletes, so that the security team can quickly
deal with the emergency.

Keywords: OpenPose, Multi-person Pose Estimation,
SVM, Intelligent Monitoring

1. Introduction

The excitement generated by the game itself is part of
the joy of sports, but it also has its pitfalls. Take football
match as an example. With the development of football,
it is inevitable for sudden events such as stadium violence
and fan riots to occur. Sudden events such as violent be-
havior of spectators or players inside and outside the foot-
ball field often occur. This not only affects the normal
progress of sports events, but also increases social insta-
bility, and damages the country’s international image. For
the above reasons, it is necessary to build up monitoring
and safety early warning system for detection of specta-
tors’ behavior and prevent accidents.

In recent years, the research and application of motion

recognition have been relatively mature, and many new
algorithms have been proposed. For example, KUSH-
WAHA A K S et al. [1] used the direction changes of
human fitting ellipse to identify abnormal behavior, but it
can only be used in simple environment; NEHAB D et al.
[2] obtained the target features by recursive filtering and
RAO A S et al. [3] extracted the target motion features by
optical flow can avoid the problem of difficult modeling
in complex background, but the amount of calculation is
large and cannot meet the requirements of real-time; topic
based hidden Markov model [4] can detect abnormal be-
haviors in real time, but it cannot identify the types of
abnormalities.

The audience abnormal posture detection scheme de-
signed in this paper needs to meet the requirements of ac-
curacy, real-time and strong environmental adaptability.
In this paper, the human actions are divided into throw-
ing (abnormal), standing (normal) and sitting (normal),
and the goal is to detect abnormal actions. By selecting
the bottom-up OpenPose multi-person keypoint detection
algorithm [5-6], multiple human posture keypoint struc-
tures can be quickly extracted from the picture, and then
25 groups of main characteristics are extracted to send
into trained SVM classifier [8]. If a relatively obvious
throwing action is detected by the system, it screens out
the dangerous audience posture, and then an alarm can be
given on the client interface.

2. Related Work

2.1. OpenPose extracting keypoints of human body

The core features of OpenPose are the use of Part Affin-
ity Field (PAF) to solve the clustering of keypoints, and
the use of bottom-up parsing to make pose estimation
more efficient without the influence of multi-person.

The general challenge of human pose estimation lies
mainly in four aspects: first, the number of people in the
picture is uncertain; second, the location of people is not
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Fig. 1. : The general idea of OpenPose network structure

fixed; third, the distance between people and the camera
is different, resulting in the size of the human variable;
fourthly, interference caused by human contact and object
occlusion. Based on the above problems, the general idea
of OpenPose network structure is shown in Fig.1 [5].

First, after the input of the image, the features of
the image are extracted from the 10-layer backbone net-
workVGG19 [6], and then the image is entered into stage.
Stage contains a series of modules, and each module has
the same structure and function [7]. Each stage is di-
vided into two branches to generate Part Confidence Maps
(PCMs) and Part Affinity Fields (PAFs) of keypoints re-
spectively to predict the confidence vectors and affinity
vectors of each keypoint. In Fig.1, S represents the con-
fidence network and L represents the affinity vector field
network. The final loss function is the average square sum
of the ground truth value and the predicted value of the
two networks.

Theoretically, the first stage can output complete infor-
mation. The reason why the following repeating stages
are needed is that the keypoints have mutual semantic in-
formation, and the detection difficulty for every keypoint
is different. Some visual features such as eyes and noses
are obvious while some keypoints may change greatly
with the contact of the body and the occlusion of cloth-
ing, etc. Therefore, the former stages detect some simple
keypoints, and the later stages can detect more complex
key points according to the previously detected keypoints.
This is a process of gradual optimization.

Finally, the whole process is as follows: input image→
predict keypoints confidence vectors and affinity vectors
→ keypoints clustering → skeleton assembly. PCM and
PAF are further explained below.

2.1.1. PCM
PCM is the Part Confidence Map of keypoints, which is

used to represent the location of keypoints. Assuming that
18 critical human body information needs to be output,
PCM will output 19 channels, with the last channel as the
background.

Although it is said that a keypoint corresponds to a
pixel in a PCM, the Gaussian kernel is generally used to
create the ground truth of PCM. Because the points near
the label points are not simply taken as negative samples,
but are also taken as positive samples according to the
Gaussian distribution, with a relatively lower confidence,
which is more logical.

2.1.2. PAF

As what is discussed above, PCM is a technology used
in most keypoint detection networks, while PAF is the
feature that distinguishes OpenPose from other keypoint
detection frameworks, and serves to describe the affinity
between different keypoints: different joints belonging to
the same person have a high affinity, while joints between
different people have a low affinity.

The implementation of PAF is not complicated. Open-
Pose first artificially paired each joint, a total of 19 pairs.
It can be understood as 19 bones and each bone connects
two joints, that is, 19 PAF fields. Since PAF is represented
by vectors, and a vector needs to be represented by two
scalars x and y, the number of output channels of PAF is
38.

It is a common sense that bones in the real world have
lengths and widths. The length is the distance between
the two joints at both ends of the bone, and the width of
the bone can be set by hyperparametric. OpenPose uses
the unit vector from one joint to another to represent the
vector of useful points in the bone. If a pixel is inside
multiple bones, the PAF vector of the pixel takes the mean
vector of all vectors. Then the affinity between the two
keypoints is calculated by uniform sampling and directly
use the Hungarian algorithm for maximum matching for
the last step.

2.2. Support Vector Machine (SVM) as Classifier
The most basic application of support vector machine

[8-9] is classification by solving the optimal classification
surface.
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Support vector machine (SVM) is developed from the
optimal classification plane in the case of linear separabil-
ity. When dealing with nonlinear classification problems,
support vector machine only has more nonlinear mapping
processes than linear classification problems. The nonlin-
ear mapping is set as:

x→ ϕ(x)

Then the optimization problem can be converted to:

Q(α) =
n

∑
i=1

αi +
1
2

n

∑
i, j=1

αiα jyiy jϕ(xi)ϕ(x j) (1)

The introduction of nonlinear mapping solves the non-
linear classification problem well, but the calculation of
the above formula is very difficult to implement. There-
fore, a kernel function K of the input space is found to
replace the inner product operation of the feature space:

K(xi,x j) = ϕ(xi)ϕ(x j) (2)

So, the inner product in higher dimensions and the
mapping transformation ϕ(•) are unnecessary. Accord-
ing to the theory of functional, as long as the Mercer con-
dition of the following theorem is satisfied, K(xi,x j) cor-
responds to the inner product of a transformation space.

In this way, formular (1) is also converted to:

Q(α) =
n

∑
i=1

αi +
1
2

n

∑
i, j=1

αiα jyiy jk(xi,x j) (3)

The corresponding decision function of the optimal
classification plane is also transformed into:

f (x) = sgn[(ω,x)+b] = sgn[ ∑
xi∈sv

αiyik(xi,x)+b] (4)

The reason why SVM has become one of the most com-
monly used and most effective classifier at present lies in
its outstanding generalization ability, which is because its
optimization goal is to minimize structural risk rather than
empirical risk. Therefore, through the concept of margin,
the structured description of data distribution is obtained,
which reduces the requirements on data scale and data dis-
tribution.

3. Approach

A basic motion detection and recognition system
should include the following operation steps: input an im-
age, image acquisition, image pre-processing, OpenPose
detection, motion classification, output results. The spe-
cific process is shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 2. : The work flow chart for the basic motion detec-
tion and recognition system

3.1. Data Collection
Based on the common audience posture classification,

the following three common audience posture can be sum-
marized: standing posture, sitting posture and throwing
posture. Among them, standing and sitting posture are
the normal viewing posture of the audience, which is de-
fined as the safety state. During the sports competition,
the detection and recognition of these two stances do not
need to give alarm or prompt. While the throwing pos-
ture has the potential risk of accidents, which is easy to
cause certain damage to people around and the athletes
on the field. Therefore, this kind of human posture is de-
fined as the warning level, and the system needs to give
corresponding warnings. Relevant personnel should im-
mediately arrive at the scene for guidance to avoid further
escalation of the danger.

According to the classification and summary of differ-
ent audiences’ stances during the competition, this paper
collected samples of three kinds of stances, among which
standing, sitting and part of side throwing images were
taken from the pictures uploaded by users on Kaggle, a
commonly used competition platform for machine learn-
ing. Most of the throwing pictures were formed by the
members of the group, taking the white wall of the school
playground as the background, shooting continuous sim-
ulated throwing action videos, and then using OpenCV
library function to extract the image of the shot video at
the frame extraction frequency of 8 frames per second as
the throwing pose data set, and save it in the local folder.

Finally, clear pictures were left after manual cleaning.
In this paper, the data samples are classified according to
three poses’ features (as shown in Fig.3).

3.2. Feature Extraction
This paper mainly identifies the attitude of spectators

through the human body, and the number of foot points
has no great influence on the following identification.
Therefore, the output format of 18 joint points in COCO
dataset is adopted in this paper. Specific joint points are
shown in Fig.4.

There are two significant problems with the joint points
coordinates generated by OpenPose: the lack of nodes
and the large dimension. For the phenomenon of missing
points, OpenPose expresses them by None, while other
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(a) Throwing

(b) Standing

(c) Sitting

Fig. 3. : Partial dataset of human posture classification

valid data are in the form of (x,y) where x indicates the
abscissa value and y indicates the ordinate value. There-
fore, it is a necessary step to complete the missing nodes.
In the light of multi-SVM voting classification method,
the traditional method is to assign 0, which is useful when
the number of SVM classifiers is large and the difference
between classes is small. However, since there are only
three categories of classified objects, and there are obvi-
ous differences among the categories, this paper adopts
the method of personalized complement for each classi-
fier: the valuable features are extracted first and then sent
to the classifier for better results.

As shown in Fig.5, cheering and throwing can be
judged by calculating the distance from left hand to right
hand, that is, the distance from point 4 to point 7. Stand-
ing and sitting can be determined by calculating the angle
between the left or right leg, which is the angle of point
8-9-10 or point 11-12-13.

The picture is two-dimensional, and this paper adopts
the Formula of Euclidean distance to calculate distance
features. The distance between two points in two-

Fig. 4. : 18 joint points shown in COCO dataset

(a) cheering and throwing

(b) standing and sitting

Fig. 5. : Proof for feature extraction

dimensional space is:

ρ =

√
(x2− x1)

2 +(y2− y1)
2 (5)

The reference points for angle calculation are three
points like A-B-C, and the law of cosines is adopted:

b2 = c2 +a2−2accosβ (6)

When calculating angle features, first calculate the
length of each side according to the coordinate informa-
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tion of the three points:

c = |AB|= d1 (7)
a = |BC|= d2 (8)
b = |AC|= d3 (9)

Then calculate the radian value of cosine:

cosβ =
c2 + a2−b2

2ac
(10)

The specific method of feature extraction is to adopt
combination features, and integrate the distance between
the keypoints of human posture bones into an array as the
distance feature and the angle between some three key
points as the angle feature, which can improve the fitting
ability. If only the distance is chosen as the judging fac-
tor, when the person is farther away from the camera, the
person will shrink and the distance will become shorter.
When people approach the camera, the distance will be-
come larger, so the distance factor is far from enough,
thus angle information needs to be introduced. Moreover,
a straight line cannot determine its direction or magni-
tude. But when it is a vector, a fixed line segment with
direction and magnitude, it can be represented as unique
in the image. Therefore, according to the design idea of
distance constraining angle and angle constraining dis-
tance, a unique training data set of posture classification
is formed.

Based on the above analysis, this paper extracts 25
groups of key features as shown in Table 1.

3.3. Model Training
According to the key information of the human body

output by the OpenPose algorithm, the model needs to di-
vide the human body posture into three categories. As the
total number of categories is small, 1-V-1 SVM method
and the sklear.svm library are used to complete the train-
ing and prediction of multi-classifier.

4. Results

At present, the stadium monitoring and safety warning
system consists of classification model and front-end user
display UI. According to the requirements of functional
test and performance test, the following test points and
contents are formulated:

1. Message interaction: The client transmits image re-
ceiving and pushes detection results.

2. Attitude detection: accuracy and performance of
classification results.

4.1. Test environment
The experimental environment is: the system is Win-

dows10; the processor adopts Intel Core (TM) i7-10750h

Table 1. 25 groups of key characteristics

(a)

(b)

CPU and the graphics board is RTX3060; the software
adopts pycharm2020; the programming environment is
Python 3.6.

4.2. Test on Dataset
The experimental data set is the set of images decom-

posed by 60 groups of video data collected and the data
set obtained after cleaning the related data set on Kaggle
website, including 1782 throwing images, 711 standing
images and 605 sitting images. Each image contains a
single human body, and can capture the whole-body pos-
ture.

In the self-built data set, 70% are randomly selected as
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the training set to train the SVM model, and the remain-
ing 30% of the data sets are used as the test samples for
simulation test. The training can be started after 2169 im-
ages in the training set are automatically marked by the
program.

The test results show that the recognition accuracy of
abnormal behavior recognition method based on skeleton
keypoints can reach 97.8% in the training set and more
than 88% in the test set.

For the problems studied in this paper, there is no rel-
evant benchmark at present. Hope the test results of this
paper can become the benchmark.

4.3. Visualization
After transmitting three types of pictures of throwing,

standing and sitting posture to the system, the system can
display the detection results in the popup window. Pic-
ture(a), (b)and(c) in Fig.6 respectively show the examples
of test results in three cases, indicating that the system has
good accuracy. In addition, based on the OpenPose algo-
rithm implementation process, the system also increased
additional functions to output corresponding human body
joint point diagram and skeleton like diagram.

(a) Testing result of throwing attitude

(b) Test result of standing posture

(c) Test result of sitting posture

Fig. 6. : Test results

5. Discussion

The 24th Winter Olympic Games will be held in Bei-
jing, China in February 2022.For such a large-scale sport
event, it is a demanding but necessary job to keep gymna-
siums safe.

The safety warning system in this paper can accurately
identify the throwing action and give an early warning. In
this way, if people make the abnormal actions as preset in
the system, the system will recognize it in time and issue
a warning.

Relying only on human eye recognition to identify
possible illegal actions with potential safety hazards in
gymnasiums puts forward high requirements on attention,
physical strength and strain capacity for security person-
nel. Moreover, for organization and management, the
time cost and economic cost will be greatly increased.
What’s worse, due to the limited ability of human body,
the probability of negligence or error such as misjudgment
or omission is much higher than that of machine, which
brings more risks virtually. Applying the technology as
this paper proposed to suitable scenarios can achieve pos-
itive meaning of increasing profits, reducing the risk of
error, and more importantly, improving overall efficiency
and flexibility.

Nowadays, the Chinese government has made great ef-
forts to promote the prevention and control of COVID-19.
It is possible for the government to take measures such as
reducing the number of the audience and maintaining safe
social distance during games. This reduces the technology
difficulty of the security early warning system and makes
it more suitable to enhance the security of gymnasiums.
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